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Abstract
Pylearn2 is a machine learning research library. This does not just mean that it is a
collection of machine learning algorithms that share a common API; it means that
it has been designed for flexibility and extensibility in order to facilitate research
projects that involve new or unusual use cases. In this paper we give a brief history
of the library, an overview of its basic philosophy, a summary of the library’s
architecture, and a description of how the Pylearn2 community functions socially.
1 Introduction
Pylearn2 is a machine learning research library developed by LISA at Universite´ de Montre´al. The
goal of the library is to facilitate machine learning research. This means that the library has a focus
on flexibility and extensibility, in order to make sure that nearly any research idea is feasible to
implement in the library. The target user base is machine learning researchers. Being “user friendly”
for a research user means that it should be easy to understand exactly what the code is doing and
configure it very precisely for any desired experiment. Sometimes this may come at the cost of
requiring the user to be an expert practitioner, who must understand how the algorithm works in
order to accomplish basic data analysis tasks. This is different from other notable machine learning
libraries, such as scikit-learn [39] or the learning algorithms provided as part of OpenCV [7], the
STAIR Vision Library [23], etc. Such machine learning libraries aim to provide good performance
to users who do not necessarily understand how the underlying algorithm works. Pylearn2 has a
different user base, and thus different design goals.
In this paper, we give a general sense of the library’s design and how the community functions. We
begin with a brief history of the library. Finally, we give an overview of the library’s philosophy, the
architecture of the library itself, and the development workflow that the Pylearn2 community uses
to improve the library.
GitHub repository https://github.com/lisa-lab/pylearn2
Documentation http://deeplearning.net/software/pylearn2
User mailing list pylearn-users@googlegroups.com
Developer mailing list pylearn-dev@googlegroups.com
Table 1: Other Pylearn2 resources
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2 History
Pylearn2 is LISA’s third major effort to design a flexible machine learning research library, the for-
mer two being PLearn and Pylearn. It is built on top of the lab’s mathematical expression compiler,
Theano [5, 3]. In late 2010, a series of committees of LISA lab members met to plan how to fulfill
LISA’s software development needs. These committees determined that no existing publicly avail-
able machine library had design goals that would satisfy the requirements imposed by the kind of
research done at LISA. The committees decided to create Pylearn2, and drafted some basic design
ideas and the guiding philosophy of the library. The first implementation work on Pylearn2 began
as a class project in early 2011. The library was used for research work mostly within LISA over
the next two years. In this time the structure of the library changed several times but eventually
became stable. The addition of Continuous Integration from Travis-CI [2] with the development
workflow from GitHub [1] helped to greatly improve the stability of the library. GitHub provides
a useful interface for reviewing code before it is merged, and Travis-CI tells reviewers whether the
code passes the tests.
In late 2011 Pylearn2 was used to win a transfer learning contest [22]. After this, a handful of
researchers outside LISA became interested in using it to reproduce the results from this challenge.
However, the majority of Pylearn2 users were still LISA members. Pylearn2 first gained a significant
user base outside LISA in the first half of 2013. This was in part due to the attention the library
received after it was used to set the state of the art on several computer vision benchmark tasks [21],
and in part due to many Kagglers starting to use the library after the baseline solutions to some
Kaggle contests were provided in Pylearn2 format [20].
Today, over 250 GitHub users watch the repository, nearly 200 subscribe to the mailing list, and over
100 have made their own fork to work on new features. Over 30 GitHub users have contributed to
the library.
3 License and citation information
Pylearn2 is released under the 3-claused BSD license, so it may be used for commercial purposes.
The license does not require anyone to cite Pylearn2, but if you use Pylearn2 in published research
work we encourage you to cite this article.
4 Philosophy
Development of Pylearn2 is guided by several principles:
• Pylearn2 is a machine learning research library–its users are researchers. This means
the Pylearn2 framework should not impose many restrictions on what is possible to do with
the library, and it is acceptable to assume that the user has some technical sophistication
and knowledge of machine learning.
• Pylearn2 is built from re-usable parts, that can be used in many combinations or
independently. In particular, no user should be forced to learn all parts of the library. If a
user wants only to use a Pylearn2 Model, it should be possible to do so without learning
about Pylearn2 TrainingAlgorithms, Costs, etc.
• Pylearn2 avoids over-planning. Each feature is designed with an eye toward allowing
more features to be developed in the future. We do enough planning to ensure that our
designs are modular and easy to extend. We generally do not do much more planning than
that. This avoids paralysis and over-engineering.
• Pylearn2 provides a domain-specific language that provides a compact way of speci-
fying all hyperparameters for an experiment. Pylearn2 accomplishes this using YAML
with a few extensions. A brief YAML file can instantiate a complex experiment without
exposing any implementation-specific detail. This makes it easier for researchers who do
not use Pylearn2 to read the specification of a Pylearn2 experiment and reproduce it using
their own software.
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5 Library overview
Pylearn2 consists of several components that can be combined to form complete learning algorithms.
Most components do not actually execute any numerical code–they just provide symbolic expres-
sions. This is possible because Pylearn2 is built on top of Theano [5, 3]. Theano provides a language
for describing expressions independent of how they are actually implemented, so a single Pylearn2
class provides both CPU and GPU functionality. Another advantage of using symbolic representa-
tions as the main arguments to Pylearn2 methods is that it is possible to compute many functions of
a symbolic expression that can not be computed from a numerical value alone. For example, it is
possible to compute the derivative of a Theano expression, while it is not possible to compute the
derivative of the process that generated a numerical value given only the value itself. This means that
many interfaces are simpler–few expressions need to be passed between objects, because the recip-
ient can create its own modifications of the expression it is passed, rather than needing an interface
for each modified value it requires.
5.1 Core components
The main way the Pylearn2 achieves flexibility and extensibility is decomposition into reusable
parts. The three key components used to implement most features are the Dataset, Model, and
TrainingAlgorithm classes. A Dataset provides the data to be trained on. A Model stores
parameters and can generate Theano expressions that perform some useful task given input data
(e.g., estimate the probability density at a point in space, infer a class label given input features,
etc.). A TrainingAlgorithm adapts a Model to a particular Dataset. Generally each of
these objects is in turn modular (Datasets have modular preprocessing, many Model classes are
organized into Layers, TrainingAlgorithms can minimize a modular Cost and can have
their behavior modified by various modular callbacks and a modular TerminationCriterion,
etc.). This modularity means that if a researcher has an innovative idea to test out, and that idea only
affects one component, the researcher can simply replace or subclass the component in question.
The vast majority of the learning system can still be used with the new idea.
This modularity is in contrast to most other machine learning libraries, where the Model generally
does most of the work. A scikit-learn model is generally accompanied by a fit method that is a
complete training algorithm and that can’t be applied to any other model. Some libraries are more
modular but don’t entirely divide the labor between models and training algorithms as sharply as
Pylearn2 does. For example, in Torch [9] or DistBelief [14] the Models are modular, but to train
a layer, the layer needs to implement at the very least a backpropogation method for computing
derivatives. In Pylearn2, the Model is only responsible for creating symbolic expressions, which
the TrainingAlgorithm may or may not symbolically differentiate at a later time. (Individual
Theano ops must still implement a grad method, but a comparatively small number of basic ops
can be used to implement the comparatively large number of more complex models that appear in
most machine learning libraries).
However, another aspect of Pylearn2’s design philosophy is that no user should be forced to
learn the entire framework. It’s possible to just implement a train batch method and have
the DefaultTrainingAlgorithm do nothing but serve the Model batches of data from the
Dataset, or to ignore TrainingAlgorithms altogether and just pass a Dataset to the
Model’s train all method.
To facilitate code reuse, whenever possible, individual components that are shipped with the li-
brary aim to be as modular and orthogonal as possible, relying on other existing components – e.g.,
most Models that become part of the library will defer their learning functionality to an existing
TrainingAlgorithm and/or Cost unless sufficiently specialized as to be infeasible.
5.2 The Dataset class
Datasets are essentially interfaces between sources of data in arbitrary format and the in-memory
array formats that Pylearn2 expects. All Pylearn2 Datasets provide the same interface but can be
implemented to use any back-end format. Currently, all Pylearn2 Datasets just read data from
disk, but in principle a Dataset could access live streaming data from the network or a peripheral
device like a webcam.
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Datasets allow the data to be presented in many formats, regardless of how it is stored. For
example, a minibatch of 64 different 32× 32 pixel RGB images could be presented as a 64× 3072
element design matrix, or it could be presented as a 64 × 32 × 32× 3 tensor. The choice of which
attribute to put on which axis can change to support different pieces of software too (for example,
Theano convolution prefers batch size × channels × rows × columns, while cuda-convnet [30]
(which is wrapped in Pylearn2) prefers channels × rows × columns× batch size). The data can also
be presented in many different orders, allowing iteration in sequential or different types of random
order. Datasets can implement as many or as few iteration schemes as the implementor wants
to–depending on the back end of the data, not all iteration schemes are efficient or even possible (for
example, if the iterator needs to read from a network drive, random iteration may be very slow, and
if the iterator reads live video from a webcam, there is no way for it to visit the future).
Most Datasets used in the deep learning community can be represented as a design matrix stored
in dense matrix format. For these datasets, implementing an appropriate Dataset object is very
easy. The implementer only needs to subclass the DenseDesignMatrix class and implement a
constructor that loads the desired data. If the data is already stored in NumPy [37] or pickle format,
it is not even necessary to implement any new Python code to use the dataset.
Some datasets can be described as dense design matrices but are too big to fit into memory. Pylearn2
supports this use case via the DenseDesignMatrixPyTables. To use this class, the data must
be stored in HDF5 format on disk.
Most Datasets also support some kind of preprocessing that can modify the data after it has been
loaded.
5.2.1 Implemented Datasets
Pylearn2 currently contains wrappers for several datasets. These include the datasets used for
DARPA’s unsupervised and transfer learning challenge [25], the dataset used for the NIPS 2011
workshops challenge in representation learning [32], the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets [29],
the MNIST dataset [34], some of the MNIST variations datasets [31], the NORB dataset [35], the
Street View House Numbers dataset [36], the Toronto Faces Database [50], some of the UCI reposi-
tory datasets [17, 16], and a dataset of 3D animations of fish [18]. Additionally, there are many kinds
of preprocessing, such as PCA [38], ZCA [4], various kinds of local contrast normalization [46], as
well as helper functions to set up the entire preprocessing pipeline from some well-known successful
and documented systems [8, 45].
5.3 The Model class
A Model is any object that stores parameters (for the purpose of Pylearn2, a “non-parametric”
model is just one with a variable number of parameters). The basic Model class has very few
interface elements. Subclasses of the Model class define richer interfaces. These interfaces define
different quantities that the Model can compute. For example, the MLP class provides an fprop
method that provides a symbolic expression for forward propagation in a multilayer perceptron.
If the final layer of the MLP is a softmax layer representing distributions over classes y, and the
fprop method is passed a Theano variable representing inputs x, the output will be a Theano
variable representing p(y | x).
The Model class is not required to know how to train itself, though many models do.
5.3.1 Linear operators, spaces, and convolution
Linear operations are key parts of many machine learning models. The distinction between many
important classes of machine learning models is often nothing more than what specific structure of
linear transformation they use. For example, both MLPs and convolutional networks apply linear
operators followed by a nonlinearity to transform inputs into outputs. In the MLP, the linear opera-
tion is multiplication by a dense matrix. In a convolutional network, the linear operation is discrete
convolution with finite support. This operation can be viewed as matrix multiplication by a sparse
matrix with several elements of the matrix constrained to be equal to each other. The point is that
both use a linear transformation. Pylearn2’s LinearTransform class provides a generic repre-
sentation of linear operators. Pylearn2 functionality written using this class can thus be written once
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and then extended to do dense matrix multiplication, convolution, tiled convolution, local connec-
tions, etc. simply by providing different implementations of the linear operator. This idea grew out
of James Bergstra’s Theano-linear module which has since been incorporated into Pylearn2.
Different linear operator implementations require their inputs to be formatted in different ways. For
example, convolution applied to an image requires a format that indicates the 2D position of each
element of the input, while dense matrix multiplication just requires a linearized vector represen-
taiton of the image. In Pylearn2, classes called Spaces represent these different views of the same
underlying data. Dense matrix multiplication acts on data that lives in a VectorSpace, while 2D
convolution acts on data that lives in a Conv2DSpace. Spaces generally know how to convert
between each other, when possible. For example, an image in a Conv2DSpace can be flattened
into a vector in a VectorSpace.
Several linear operators (and related convolutional network operations like spatial max pooling)
in Pylearn2 are implemented as wrappers that add Theano semantics on top of the extremely fast
cuda-convnet library [30], making Pylearn2 a very practical library to use for convolutional network
research.
5.3.2 Implemented models
Because the philosophy that Pylearn2 developers should write features when they are needed, and
because most Pylearn2 developers so far have been deep learning researchers, Pylearn2 mostly con-
tains deep learning models or models that are used as building blocks for deep architectures. This
includes autoencoders [6], RBMs [47] including RBMs with Gaussian visible units [54], DBMs [45],
MLPs [44], convolutional networks [33], and local coordinate coding [56]. However, Pylearn2 is
not restricted to deep learning functionality. We encourage submissions of other machine learning
models. Often, LISA researchers work on problems whose scale exceeds that of the typical ma-
chine learning library user, so we occasionally implement features for simpler algorithms, such as
SVMs [10] with reduced memory consumption or k-means [49] with fast multicore training.
Pylearn2 has implementations of several models that were developed at LISA, including denois-
ing auto-encoders (DAEs) [53], contractive auto-encoders (CAEs) [42] including higher-order
CAEs [43], spike-and-slab RBMs (ssRBMs) [11] including ssRBMs with pooling [12], reconstruc-
tion sampling autoencoders [13], and deep sparse rectifier nets [19]. Pylearn2 also contains models
that were developed not just at LISA but originally developed using Pylearn2, such as spike-and-slab
sparse coding with parallel variational inference [22] and maxout units for neural nets [21].
5.4 The TrainingAlgorithm class
The role of the TrainingAlgorithm class is to adjust the parameters stored in a Model in order
to adapt the model to a given Dataset. The TrainingAlgorithm is also responsible for a few
less important tasks, such as setting up the Monitor to record various values throughout training (to
make learning curves, essentially). The TrainingAlgorithm is one of the very few Pylearn2
classes that actually performs numerical computation. It gathers Theano expressions assembled
by the Model and other classes, synthesizes them into expressions for learning rules, compiles
the learning rules into Theano functions that accomplish the learning, and executes the Theano
expressions. In fact, Pylearn2 TrainingAlgorithms are not even required to use Theano at all.
Some use a mixture of Theano and generic Python code; for example to perform line searches with
the control logic done with basic Python loops and branching but the numerical computation done
by Theano.
Most TrainingAlgorithms support constrained optimization by asking the Model to project
the result of each learning update back into an allowed region. Many Pylearn2 models impose non-
negativity constraints on parameters that represent, for example, the conditional variance of some
random variable, and most Pylearn2 neural network layers support max norm constraints on the
weights [48].
5.4.1 The Cost class
Many training algorithms can be expressed as procedures for iteratively minimizing a cost function.
This provides another opportunity for sharing code between algorithms. The Cost class represents
a cost function independent of the algorithm used to minimize it, and each TrainingAlgorithm
is free to use this representation or not, depending on what is most appropriate. A Cost is essen-
tially just a class for generating a Theano expression describing the cost function, but it has a few
extra pieces of functionality. For example, it can add monitoring channels that are relevant to the cost
being minimized (for example, one popular cost is the negative log likelihood of class labels under
a softmax model–this cost automatically adds a monitoring channel that tracks the misclassification
rate of the classifier). One extremely important aspect of the Cost is that it has a get gradients
method. Unlike Theano’s grad method, this method is not guaranteed to return accurate gradients.
This allows many algorithms that use approximate gradients to be implemented using the same
machinery as algorithms that use the exact gradient. For example, the persistent contrastive diver-
gence [55, 51] algorithm minimizes an intractable cost with intractable gradients–the log likelihood
of a Boltzmann machine. The Pylearn2 Cost for persistent contrastive divergence returns None for
the value of the cost function itself, to express that the cost function can’t be computed. However,
the standard SGD class is still able to perform stochastic gradient descent on the cost, because the
get gradients method for the cost returns a sampling-based approximation to the gradient. No
special optimization class is needed to handle this seemingly exotic case.
Other costs implemented in the library include dropout [27], contrastive divergence [26], noise con-
trastive estimation [24], score matching [28], denoising score matching [52], softmax log likelihood
for classification with MLPs, and Gaussian log likelihood for regression with MLPs. Many addi-
tional simpler costs can be added together with the SumOfCosts class to combine these primary
costs with secondary costs to add regularization, such as weight decay or sparsity regularization.
5.4.2 Implemented TrainingAlgorithms
Currently, Pylearn2 contains three main TrainingAlgorithm classes. The
DefaultTrainingAlgorithm does nothing but serve minibatches of data to the Model’s
default minibatch learning rule. The SGD class does stochastic gradient descent on a Cost. This
class supports extensions including Polyak averaging [41], momentum [44], and early stopping.
The BGD class does batch gradient descent (in practice, large minibatches) aka the method of
steepest descent [15]. The BGD class is able to accumulate contributions to the gradient from
several minibatches before making an update, thereby enabling it to use batches that are too large
to fit in memory. Optional flags enable the BGD class to implement other similar algorithms such as
nonlinear conjugate gradient descent [40].
6 Development workflow and user community
Pylearn2 has many kinds of users and developers. One need not be a Pylearn2 developer to do
research with Pylearn2. Pylearn2 is a valuable research tool even for people who do not need to de-
velop any new algorithms. The wide array of reference implementations available in Pylearn2 make
it useful for studying how existing algorithms behave under various conditions, or for obtaining
baseline results on new tasks.
Researchers who wish to implement new algorithms with Pylearn2 do not necessarily need to be-
come Pylearn2 developers either. It’s common to develop experimental features privately in an
offline repository. It’s also perfectly fine to share Pylearn2 classes as part of a 3rd party repository
rather than having them merged to the main Pylearn2 repository.
For those who do wish to contribute to Pylearn2, thank you! The process is de-
signed to make sure the library is as stable as possible. Developers should first write to
pylearn-dev@googlegroups.com to plan how to implement their feature. If the feature
requires a change to existing APIs, it’s important to follow the best practices guide1. Once a plan is
in place, developers should write the feature in their own fork of Pylearn2 on GitHub, then submit a
pull request to the main repository. Our automated test suite will run on the pull request and indicate
whether it is safe to merge. Pylearn2 developers will also review the pull request. When both the
automatic tests and the reviewers are satisfied, one of us will merge the pull request. Be sure to write
to pylearn-dev to find a reviewer for your pull request.
1http://deeplearning.net/software/pylearn2/api_change.html
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All kinds of pull requests are welcome–new features (provided that they have tests), config files for
important results, bug fixes, and tests for existing features.
7 Conclusion
This article has described the Pylearn2 library, including its history, design philosophy and goals,
basic architecture, and developer workflow. We hope you find Pylearn2 useful in your research and
welcome your potential contributions to it.
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